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“The Tiny House - A Movement or a Fad? ”
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We have seen many innovations in the home building industry over the last 20 years. Remember

when “green building” was considered by many to be a fad? Green building became a movement
and is now mainstream.

Today, “tiny houses” are being written about in many of the nation’s most respected magazines and
newspapers, and several television shows are dedicated to or are including episodes that feature the tiny house phenomenon. So, what is this
all about? Simply put, it is a social movement where people are choosing to downsize the space in which they live. Tiny houses come in all
shapes, sizes, and forms, but they enable simpler living in a smaller, more eﬃcient space. The typical American home is around 2,600 square
feet, whereas the typical tiny house is between 100 and 400 square feet.
People are joining this movement for many reasons, but it isn’t necessarily about sacriﬁce. With thoughtful, innovative designs, some homeowners have discovered a small house actually leads to a simpler yet fuller life, connecting them with family, friends and nature while freeing
them from mortgages, wastefulness and an urge to keep up with the Joneses.
Tiny homes aren't just about looking cute — they're part of a growing movement that promotes minimalist sustainable living. But that doesn't
mean tiny house dwellers have to sacriﬁce everything. Many designers have ﬁgured out innovative ways to make these homes amazingly
well-equipped — and, yes, pretty adorable, too.
While we know that tiny houses are not for everyone, we are excited to bring to you a nationally recognized designer, Kim Lewis, and an
innovative builder, Jonathan White, who have designed and built tiny homes and are excited to share their experiences – both good and not so
great – with you.
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Jonathan White, the principal of Austin based J White Design + Build,
and partner in Hammerhead Framing, LLC, has a professional career
that spans the disciplines of architecture and construction, as well as
managing job sites across the country.
As a partner in Beacon Architecture and Design, PLLC, based in “hurricane alley” on the Outer Banks of North Carolina, he was awarded
multiple AIA awards for his projects that ranged from value-engineered
starter homes through no cost spared custom oceanfront estates and
retreats, to light commercial and hospitality projects. This work led him
to eventually be oﬀered a position as lead project manager for ABC’s
“Extreme Makeover: Home Edition”. For two years, he travelled the
country, pulled together the build teams, construction schedules, and
manpower for dozens of those challenging projects.
His emphasis on design - pairing those designs to tight construction,
schedule and budget requirements have earned him the reputation for
pulling oﬀ innovative designs under aggressive schedules and challenging locations. Whether it’s a seasonal camp or tiny home in remote
mountain areas of New York and Vermont, or a ﬂoating cabin for
National Geographic’s “Building Wild,” to forsaken and abandoned
backyards teeming with alligators for “Outback Nation with Jamie
Durie,” or recently as a general contractor for “Tiny House Nation,”
there is a good chance that you've seen his work.

Kim Lewis is best known as the
Lead Designer behind ABC’s
“Extreme Makeover: Home Edition”
and founder of Vagabond Designs in Austin, Texas. In six years with
the television show, Kim designed over 120 homes in 43 states. Her
work has been featured on television networks ABC, HGTV, TLC,
National Geographic, Spike TV, Animal Planet, and most recently
FYI's “Tiny House Nation.”
Austin commercial clients include restaurants ChiLantro, Juice
Society, Crepe Crazy, and a new urban winery called The Inﬁnite
Monkey Theorem. Residential clients include celebrities Jewel and
Tiﬀani Amber Thiessen.
As a trendspotter in the industry, Kim has done color consulting for
Silestone USA, BlueStar and Big Chill Appliances. In 2014, Kim was
selected as one of ﬁve trendspotters to develop her own countertop
color with the global solid surfaces company, Silestone. The new
color "Olivia" was released in the summer of 2015.
Kim is a motivational public speaker, working to empower the design
and build industries to use creativity to inspire others. Her new
brand, Vagabond Designs, centers designs around global inspiration
and local collaboration.
Perhaps the best way to sum her up...Kim is a "Little Lady with Big
Ideas!"
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